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FROM THE DESK AT MVGCSA HEADQUARTERS…MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL!
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Message from Your Director of Operations
Submitted By – Chuck Gast, Director of Operations, MVGCSA

T

‘was another great year in 2019 at
MVGCSA! A big thanks to all MVGCSA
members for their participation and support
of our activities throughout the year.
And a special thanks to all the Affiliates
that participated in 2019 Affiliate Sponsor
Program! Without your support, it would be
difficult to continue to provide the quality
level of events and programs that the members
of this Association have become accustomed to.
Our Annual meeting was well attended in
November and with a quorum present, a new
Executive Committee was elected along with
several new members elected and appointed
to the Board. Check out the new additions/
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positions with individual pictures of each
Board member by clicking the “ABOUT US”
red box on the home page of the MVGCSA
website.
NEW MEMBERS 2019
Justin Wrench (C) – Annbriar GC
Willie Nelson (B) – Aberdeen GC
Corey Harvey (C) – Forest Hills CC
Jodi Norton (AF) – BWI Companies
Robert Sahr (C) – Norwood Hills CC
Rockney Dollarhide (C) – Aberdeen GC
Ann Dollarhide (AP) – Aberdeen GC

Wrapping it up…”Tis the Season”!
All the best to you and yours.
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President (2 yr)

Khris Rickman
Crystal Springs Quarry Golf Club
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Vice President (2 yr)

Rob Kick
Algonquin Golf Club
(314) 962-3794
Secretary/Treasurer (2 yr)

Chris Finnerty
Bogey Club/Log Cabin Club
(314) 993-3522
Past President

Robert Schaff
The Falls Golf Club
(636) 240-8200

Winter 2019

I

was elected to the MVGCSA Board as a Director in 2008.
I was thinking about that the other day, trying to wrap my
head around all the fantastic improvements that have been
made during that time. There are and have been a lot of hard
working and intelligent people who have made huge impacts
on the operation of the association. I consider it an honor to
have served with all of them.

So keeping with the theme of celebrating
75 years of the MVGCSA and its extraordinary
members, I wanted to reflect on some of our
past improvements and accomplishments:

q Community Outreach Project. The ball field
cleanup was a success. We are looking for
the next project.
q Equipment Tech Liaisons. Good opportunity
to involve these guys.

q The Shop Tour. It speaks for itself. 46%
of MVGCSA members attend this
educational event annually.

q ASP’s. Gives Affiliates another choice in the
way they wish to be involved.

MVGCSA
(314) 591-1613

q Turf and Legacy Scholarships. The
MVGCSA gives back.

q Roger Null Internship. Hopefully this
infuses more turf students into our area.

Directors (2 yr)

q Mizzou. Such an important resource.
The relationship is ongoing.

q The Historical Committee. Big year for Tim
and Jim. They are up to the task.

q Keep It Green Initiative. We are dedicated
to better turf.

q BMP’s. Currently working on this.

Director of Operations

Chuck Gast

Dave Pini
Old Hickory Golf Club
(314) 620-5684

Adam Lewis
Old Warson County Club
(314) 568-0575

Jimmy Buchar
Norwood Hills Country Club
(314) 522-3552

Chris Finnerty
Bogey Log Cabin Club
(314) 993-3522

Matt Czarnecki
St. Peters Golf Course
(636) 477-6600 (Ext. 1767)

John Briggs
Fox Run Golf Club
(636) 938-3416
Assistant Liaison

Corey Harvey
Forest Hills Country Club
(636) 485-0846

Jeff Stickford
Winghaven Country Club
(314) 713-7779
Affiliate Liaison

Rich Carlson
GreensPro
(314) 568-7148

Erik Parker
Erb Turf Equipment
(618) 410-5435

q The Joint Meeting. Chance to interact
with the good people on the other side
of the river.
q Director of Operations. Chuck Gast
has taken the MVGCSA to another level.
q The Green Cup. Gateway Research
Education Environment Network. The
trophy is cool too!
q Wee One. Glad we got involved. We
continue to give a donation to them
annually.
q MOGIC. We got in on the ground floor.
Great educational event and we are
considered members.
q Affiliate Liaisons. Great addition to the
Board. They are so important to our
success.
q Assistant Liaisons. Again, great addition
and they have so much to contribute.
q GHIN. MAGA considers the MVGCSA an
area Club. Thanks Curt!
q The Website. We are able to conduct
a lot of business though the website.
Nice job Lamma!

q Person of the Year Presentation. So many
great people to acknowledge.
q Gateway Green. It’s been around. But Paul,
Mike and the writers continue to keep it
relevant and fresh.
The list could continue on. It’s important that
you know we have been able to accomplish all
of these things with only one dues increase
since 2006. It was a 16% increase for voting
members and there were no increases to the
affiliates. Taking all of this into account…
would you believe that our cash on hand is up
56% since this time in 2013? Or that membership is up 12% since 2015? Amazing stuff!
Congratulations to all the Presidents who
preceded me and steered the ship though all
these positive and impactful changes!
I want to thank you all for your participation
and I hope you will continue to be involved.
I am proud to be a part of our past and I’m
excited to see what we can accomplish in the
future.
Best Regards,
Khris Rickman
MVGCSA President
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EDITOR’S NOTES

ur last issue of the year, and last issue of the decade, is
Cousin Eddie full. The writers did a wonderful job this go
around providing material in a timely matter. The year-end
deadline of the Winter/Christmas issue does give me a little anxiety
so I am very happy that we could get this one in your mailbox before
12/31. No different than the MVGCSA, The Gateway Green has
evolved, grown and changed over the last 20 years during my tenure
as Editor. For better or worse is your call, but we have blown up
the inherited format of Super Spotlight, Vendor Spotlight,
Course of the Quarter, etc. The format of that era was handy,
but I really enjoy the randomness and subjectivity of what
now fills these 24 pages. It is perfectly chaotic. There is
much to read throughout this issue and many to thank.
I hope you enjoy.

IT’S FULL!

Director of Operations
Chuck Gast
MVGCSA
(314) 591-1613
Art Director
Larry Torno
Berkeley Design LLC
7400 Carleton Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63130
314-727-3686

Kolby Armbruster has written his final article for the
Gateway Green. Kolby has
taken his talents to LedgeStone Country Club in Branson, Missouri as their new
Super. Read his article closely, if one were to describe the
purpose of the MVGCSA I
think the case could be made
that Kolby’s article does
that. Networking, gratitude,
getting involved, apprenticeship and friendship are all
covered. Godspeed Kolby and
thank you for writing for this
magazine, we will miss your
insight.

Carter DeMay does a nice
job in this issue summarizing the 2019 Chapter
Delegates Meeting at GCSAA
Headquarters. Well done
Carter and thank you for
being part of the committee
that is spearheading the
creation and implementation of Best Management
Practices (BMP’s) in the
state of Missouri. It’s a big
project with big implications.
There’s no question you and
the BMP Committee are up
to the task.

Chris Rapp expresses gratitude, Xi Xiong warns how
research and data can be
shaped to fit ones narrative
(does that actually happen?...
hmmmm). Don Humphrey
talks weather, new President
Khris Rickman itemizes
the growth of the MVGCSA,
and Director of Operations
Chuck Gast wraps up the
year. Mike Carron, thank
you for your work with our
advertisers and thank you
Larry Torno for helping put
this issue together.
(continued on page twenty)
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Do We Need Lawns?
Submitted By – Dr. Xi Xiong, University of Missouri

A perspective viewpoint from the general public and how
research-based knowledge could be mis-interpreted.

S

ome time in the spring a
friend of mine forwarded me
an article published online for The
Washington Post, which was entitled “Governments could take decades to save species. Here’s what
you can do now” (https://www.
washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2019/05/13/governmentscould-take-decades-save-speciesheres-what-you-can-do-now/).
This article basically blames residential lawns for the excessive
amounts of water they used. By citing a research-based article
that was published on Environmental Management back in
2005, this Washington Post article stated “grass yards are the
nation’s largest irrigated crop, covering more than three times
the number of acres that irrigated corn covers”. It also cited an
EPA online article and stated that “they (grass yards) suck up
9 billion gallons of water per day, enough in a year to fill the
Chesapeake Bay”. A little further digging into this article led
to another Washington Post article published in 2015 entitled
“Lawns are a soul-crushing timesuck and most of us would be
better off without them” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/
news/wonk/wp/2015/08/04/lawns-are-a-soul-crushing-timesuck-and-most-of-us-would-be-better-off-without-them/). No
doubt that not everyone enjoys caring for their lawns; however,
pointing a finger to lawns and turf in general for our ecological
and economic issues is nothing but an extremely simplified,
unfair and unfounded, emotional discharge. Despite the many
ecological functions of turf that we are aware of, ranging from
beautifying the surroundings and increasing the estate values
to preventing soil and water erosion, what really shocked me
was how research-based information could be taken out of
context and interpreted in a way that a regular citizen could be
easily convinced by and misled.
This article, from which all of the above allegations are
rooted from, was published on Environmental Management in 2005 with the title “Mapping and modeling the
biogeochemical cycling of turf grasses in the United States”
(Milesi, et al., 2015; https://link.springer.com/content/
pdf/10.1007%2Fs00267-004-0316-2.pdf). The major findings
of this manuscript were the ESTIMATED turfgrass areas in the

continental US, and the POTENTIAL water budget if the entire
turf areas were well-irrigated and
fertilized. Since published, this
article has been cited 588 times to
date based upon Google Scholar
records, indicating its high impact
in our scientific community. Many
of us cited this publication, myself
included, because of the simple
fact that this report was probably
the first or even the only time ever, that the total acreage of
the turf area in the US was estimated based on quantitative
measurements, rather than a few surveys or samplings in combinations with extrapolated estimations. Yes, the total figure,
equivalent to approximately 40 million acres of turf in the continental US, is based on calculations and estimations. Thinking
logically, how would a person be able to actually determine the
total area covered by managed turf in the US without measuring every single piece of land that is covered by turf? It’s just
impractical and impossible. Therefore, in this published paper
co-authored by a group of scientists including one from NASA,
indirect methods were used based on the assumption that turf
areas are inverse to the impervious surface areas such as roads,
roofs, parking spaces etc. By using satellite images, a model
was developed which estimated fractional coverage of imperious surface areas of the continental US. After excluding areas
with less than 10% fractional impervious surface areas where
the land was deemed as less-developed and was occupied by
mainly forests and other vegetation, the total turf area was
then derived, based on the second assumption that turf could
grow underneath trees. The authors did validate the model
developed from the satellite images by applying the model to
13 major urban centers such as Chicago and New York, and
comparing the predicted fractional impervious surface areas
based on the model to the measured fractional turf areas using
80 high-resolution aerial photographs taken from those urban
centers. The result showed that fractional imperious surface
areas predicted by the model were significantly correlated with
the fractional turf areas measured from the aerial photographs,
with an R2=0.69, indicating that this model explains about
70% of the variances among the 80 measured fractional turf
(continued on page eighteen)
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THE GRIND

Gratitude
Submitted By – Chris Rapp, Bellerive Country Club

KEEP ‘EM CLEAN,
KEEP ‘EM SHARP,
AND KEEP ‘EM SLICK!

SEASON’S GREETINGS FROM THE SHOP!

A

s I write this, Thanksgiving Day is behind us.
At the table before the meal we go around

and state one thing we are thankful for. There is
everything from “my phone” to “safe travel” to
“unconditional love”. You get the picture. I’m sure
some of you all have this tradition as well. My
dad always taught us that Thanksgiving should
be celebrated every day. He challenged us to
think of something to be thankful for each day.
The wisdom of youth made me think that this
would really be easy and so every morning when
I woke I would, and still do, express my apprecia-

tion for being blessed with another day. While
this is truly something to be thankful for, I was

It’s plain to see that

missing the point. There were many more things

we have plenty to be

to be thankful for, I just didn’t really take the time

thankful for each and

to sort them all out. Funny how that works. Back

every day. We hope

then, I certainly had more time, both day to day
and over “the long haul” to sort them out. Now

you all have a great

as I am getting older, check that…, more expe-

holiday season filled

rienced, I could fill an entire page or more each

with family, good

day of things to be thankful for. I reckon most of
you all could as well. Please take the time to do

times, good friends

so. Time is something we will always be getting

and good cheer!

less of, unless you’re begging for more to get an

Thanks for reading!

article submitted. Someday, we will run out of
time. Right now, I am most thankful for you all
reading but right after that I am thankful that we
are preparing for the Christmas holiday season.
Things have slowed down at the course, there
are vacation days to use, we are thankful for
making it through another year. No matter your
creed, I hope you agree.

Peace!

Another Equipment Technician meeting is
in the books. On Monday December 2nd,
we gathered at Boone Valley for our Fall 19’
meeting. A big shout out to Rick Hynson,
Kyle Duvall and the rest of the crew for
welcoming us. There were roughly thirty
in attendance. Anthony Rittof with GCSAA
addressed the group regarding educational
opportunities available to Equipment Managers. Next, we showed our appreciation to Ed
Eschbacher who will be retiring at the end
of the year from MTI. Thanks for everything
Ed! Bruce Kapp of Erb Turf took the com
next. He went through basic lead acid battery
theory, safety, testing and charging methods.
Bruce pitched the presentation to our main
speaker Jim Curtis. Jim is with the Continental Battery Company. He is the Director of
Specialty Products. His years of experience
shined through in his presentation. We came
a way with a much better understanding of
lead acid, AGM, gel and lithium ion batteries.
We went through the characteristics of each,
both deep cycle and cranking. We all gained
a better understanding proper testing, charging and application selection. A wealth of
information was delivered. I wish a recording
was made. Once our minds were filled, it was
time to fill our bellies. Rob Bardot prepared
the meal. It consisted of smoked brisket, mac
and cheese, baked beans and bourbon pecan
cheesecake. In a word, OWWWWWWTSTANDING! Thanks Rob! After the meal, we
had a roundtable discussion. Topics ranged
from cordless tools to education to safety to
operator training to member value and on
and on. Another successful meeting for sure.
Thanks to all involved. A big thank you to the
MVGCSA for supporting us as well. n

25 YEARS OF SERVICE
MVGCSA MEMBER SINCE 1980

www.mprsupply.com
800-369-7257
EXTENSIVE
(314) 426-4838
FAX (314) 426-1382

INVENTORY

FREE
D E LIVE RY

• Irrigation
• Drainage & Water Management
• Water Features, Fountains, Diffused Air
• Outdoor Lighting LED
• Artificial Turf
• Pumps – PSN Certified Pump Service
• Thor Guard Lightning Prediction
• Hardscape
• Landscape Fabrics
• Bull Outdoor Kitchen Components
• Holiday Lighting & Greenery
• Award winning technical support
• Certified golf irrigation design
• Affordable golf irrigation solutions
• Replacement gear drive internals for
Toro and Rain Bird Golf Rotors
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Chapter Delegates Summary 2019
Submitted By – Carter DeMay, Country Club of Saint Albans

This years Chapter Delegates meeting in Lawrence, KS at GCSAA Headquarters brought together 99 affiliate chapters from
across the nation, as well as one from Mexico. The national association conducts this meeting to bring together representatives
from each chapter to discuss any new issues or possible changes that we could be seeing in the next year.
Although this was only my second meeting attended, this was the best meeting I have been to.

F

irst and foremost, we will not be seeing an increase to our
membership dues from the GCSAA in the year 2020. This
is coming off the previous year where we did have an increase.
Much like we do as a chapter, the GCSAA investigates its financial stability as an association and a dues increase wasn’t necessary to continue funding the programs and ventures going on
right now. This is great news! Not only because no one likes
to see an increase, but also because the GCSAA is continually
working to find financial support from other sources besides
its members.
The day of the meeting, the GCSAA Board of Directors conducted and mediated numerous town hall meetings. The intention for this was for the GCSAA to find out from its members
where they’re lacking in meeting their mission statement and
looking for ways to improve those relations or with current
programs they have going already. Best Management Practices
(BMPs) started the conversation. There are currently 21 states
with BMPs already in place, 17 that will finish up in 2019, and
12 that are estimating completion by 2020 with Missouri being
one of those states. There are many things to discuss about
BMPs, with the big thing being facility implementation down
the road. The most important thing I can relay about BMPs
from the GCSAA and the steering committee for the state of
Missouri is that this document isn’t something to be afraid of.
This document is something to embrace and support as a tool
that will help protect us as Golf Course Superintendents and
help the longevity of our beloved industry.
Involvement in the industry at the local and national level was
another topic discussed. The GCSAA is looking to get their
Grassroots Ambassador program filled up with representatives. The misconception with this program is that it is very
involved, and you need to be politically savvy in order to be
a productive participant. Though those qualities may help

an individual be more successful as an Ambassador, they are
not necessary. What it takes to be a Grassroots Ambassador is
you must be an A, B, or C classification. That is it. No other
requirements. As far as the involvement goes, you will contact
a given representative of Congress two times a year. A site visit
to your facility being the most encouraged type of contact but
not the only way. The GCSAA also has a Government Affairs
department that does a lot of the leg work to get you in contact
with your representative, which takes a lot of the work off the
plate. If you have an interest in getting involved as a Grassroots
Ambassador, there are 6 slots open in the state of Missouri still,
and go to the GCSAA website under the Get Involved section of
the Advocacy tab. Fill out the form and if there is representative available in your district, Michael Lee with email you with
more information.
The GCSAA continues to be as productive as possible for its
members, and continually looks for the feedback on how to
improve. If you ever see a survey or questionnaire come across
your email from the GCSAA, please consider taking the time to
fill it out and give the feedback. Check out the website, as well.
There will be some changes coming to the website to make
it a little easier to navigate around and to find the different
services the GCSAA is trying to provide. Check out rounds4research.com also. If you are able to donate a round to this great
fundraising cause, please consider doing so! This money comes
back to us as a state and can be used to fund our BMPs or we
can donate more to Mizzou and their research.
I thank the Board of our chapter for the opportunity to go to
this meeting and share our thoughts and concerns. For anyone
with questions about anything going on at the national level,
please don’t hesitate to contact me. I will answer and questions or concerns as best I can. Everyone have a great holiday
season! n

The GCSAA continues to be as productive as possible for its members, and continually looks for the feedback on how to improve.
If you ever see a survey or questionnaire come across your email from the GCSAA, please consider taking the time to fill it out
and give the feedback. Check out the website, as well.
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Random Ramblings in the Valley
Submitted By Don Humphrey, Lake St. Louis Golf Club

H A PPY HO LIDAYS.

H

ey Turfcats, it is early December as I sit down
and attempt and come up with some content
for our year-end issue of the GG. This is how it
works, the headmaster, Paul Hurst, gets out a whip
and he beats all of us senseless until we come up
with something to write about, it is a brutal process.
To save myself possible legal trouble, very little of
that last statement is true.
Threats absorbed, the next step is to find inspiration. The one go-to that always gets me excited is
our local weather. As I like to say, “don’t get me
started on that”; IMHO, I think our weather controls
most of what we do as Superintendents.
Fall was brief as an early shot of very cold temperatures put the brakes on late season seed germination, sodding or healing from mid-October aeration.
Seemed like the first killing frost was early and next
thing you know; the zoysia goes dormant and the
mowing season ended.
The leaves seemed to hang on this year until the
“bomb cyclone” hit the Wednesday before Thanksgiving and it took 95% of the leaves off the trees and
for the most part, off the course. Chalk one up for
Mother Nature.
It’s early December and there is a bit of satisfaction
in seeing the zoysia dormant, leaves gone and the

T HANKS FOR RE ADING

I think our
weather controls
most of what
we do as
superintendents.

The first
killing frost was early
and the next thing
you know; the zoysia
goes dormant.

The leaves
seemed to hang
on this year until
the “bomb cyclone”
hit.

Another year
is almost over,
and it seems a great
time for reflection.

We never get too
old to learn. Learning
is a great way to
stay up-to-date in golf
maintenance.

irrigation system blown out. Time waits for no one;
another year is almost over, and it seems a great
time for reflection. From my limited perspective,
every growing season is a chance to observe, learn
and maybe experiment with our agronomic choices.
I like to look back at my daily work log and assess
what was successful and what possibly could have
been done better. In the interest of almost full
disclosure, I have been in the golf business a long
time, alright, I’ll say it, I’m old. But we never get
too old to learn; information and learning is a
great way to stay up to date on what is happening
in golf maintenance. I think it was Ben Franklin
who said, “An investment in knowledge always
pays dividends”. There are many avenues for
researching almost any subject that you might
want to explore. It is 2019 and we have websites,
books, magazines, podcasts and social media sites
for information.
One turf-cat that I found recently is Micah Woods.
I like his MLSN method for greenkeeping.
MLSN is an acronym for Minimum Levels for
Sustainable Nutrition. It is an interesting topic
for a better way to utilize nutrients and still grow
great turf. If you have a little time this winter
check him out, very interesting subject matter. n

One last thing, I would like to thank Rob Schaff
for a great job as Chapter President the last 2 years.
Congratulations to our new MVGCSA Chapter
President, Khris Rickman and to all the new
members on the Board.
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Kick’s Korner
Submitted By – Rob Kick, Algonquin Golf Club

There are some things in life that we count on to be tried and true. We wake up after a nights slumber under darkened skies
reetings fellow Turfheads, bc n
and expect the sun to rise as it has since time and memoriam. Gravity should keep us grounded as we traverse the
globe keeping our feet firmly planted on the ground. Time moves slowly when we want it to quickly pass and
conversely it sails bye as we try to savor it delicious repetition.

G

You forgot me Paul. You forgot me.

I

n our own small part of the universe we expect similar things
to be as they always have been. We know we can count on
certain people for certain things. Our loved ones to comfort
us when needed. Everyone has that go to person in their life
who is supposed to always be there when you need them to
be. We need that. We all need to have some stability in an ever
changing, rapidly shifting world. Life, technology, social media
constantly bombard us with so much information and derail
us consistently from the direction we’re trying to achieve.
Sometimes it’s nice to know the grass is green. The sky is blue.
There are things that were yesterday exactly what they will be
in the future. A rock…your rock...my rock. We all hopefully
have that thing, that person, who is that rock.
I had that once. I had a friend who supported me and always
seemed to know exactly what to say when I needed a little
encouragement. Never imposing his personal views or false
pretense towards me, just simply there when I needed him.
All that is over now.
Each year I anticipate our Annual Meeting with a consistent
view in the way that it will more or less be exactly as it always
has been. I know the business of our association will be conveyed to the members at large in a fairly straightforward way.
The Board may glance over this or that anticipating lulling
everyone in the audience to sleep, but the state of the Valley

will ultimately be relayed. I know someone is going to get
up and say something that not everyone in the crowd agrees
with or that may rub them the wrong way. The meal will
be as delicious as the hospitality of our host. It will be cold
outside. It will run a little longer than expected, and I know
that everyone will hang on every word uttered by Paul Hurst
as he delivers his Annual “State of the Valley” address. It’s
true! Paul’s insight into our industry as well as those in our
association, ring loud and true; weighted by his command of
the vernacular. I dare say his address is the highlight of the
evening, graciously thanking those in our field for their tireless
efforts both at their respective courses and in helping with
his precious Gateway Green. I was listening Paul. I heard you
talk about perspective Paul. I heard you thank everyone Paul.
I thought you were my rock Paul. I thought you were the one
who would always be there for me Paul. You thanked them all
Paul; kudos to Mike Carron for all his behind the scenes efforts,
to Drs. Miller and Xiong, for their awesome articles. Thanks
were given to Chuck, “D” Hump, Past President Schaff, Kolby,
Larry Torno and to everyone who ever read the Double G.
I was listening Paul...all you had to do was say my name Paul.
One tiny accolade from the editor but...alas…you didn’t.

You forgot me Paul. You forgot me.
(continued on page twenty-two)
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A Month to be Thankful
Submitted By – Kolby Armbruster, LedgeStone Country Club

H

ere I sit on a cold Tuesday
evening of November, just
me, the pups, a pen and a pad
of paper. Dreaming up one last
article for the Gateway Green.
It just so happens to be the
night of the MVGCSA Annual
Meeting. A night I always looked forward to at the end of a
grueling Midwest season. A night filled with great food, a few
drinks, and the most important part, good company.
For those of you that may not know, in October I accepted a
position as Golf Course Superintendent at LedgeStone Country
Club in Branson, Missouri. The St. Louis area has been my
home for the last 12 seasons. An opportunity came about in the
beautiful Ozarks and I couldn’t pass it up.
November is a month to be thankful, and boy do I have plenty
to be thankful for. I just wanted to take a couple moments to
thank a few people from our wonderful association that supported me throughout my career. First up, Bill Ashby, as an undecided college kid you opened my eyes to a career path of golf
course maintenance. Next in line, Chuck Gast, you presented
me an opportunity to add another Top 10 course to the resume
during a tough time in my young career. John Cunningham,
you pushed me to always be thinking big picture, come up with
a plan, and “create your own luck”. Scott Reynolds, the

“Assistant” role I signed up for
prepared me in every aspect of
taking on a head superintendent
gig. Finally, Carlos Arraya,
although we never worked
alongside one another, you were
just a phone call away with more advice and guidance than
I knew what to do with.
That all leads me to one last group to thank. And that is ALL of
you, the members of the MVGCSA. I was very fortunate to meet
many of you at local events and while serving on the Board
of Directors. I cherish all the relationships built over the last
12 years and am grateful for everyone.
There was a time in my career where I thought it was all
about the turf, boy was I wrong. Yes, you cannot forget about
that part of our job, but the comradery, the people, and
relationships built are what it’s all about. I took a chance,
I got involved, and the network grows more and more every
day. Although I am on the other side of the state, I look forward
to keeping in touch and meeting up at the National. If you
are ever down in the area, please don’t hesitate to stop on by.
Thank you all for everything,
Happy Holidays, and thanks for reading once again. n
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Do We Need Lawns?
(continued from page six)

areas. In other words, this model that
was used to estimate the total turf area
in the continental US accounts for
about 70% accuracy. As a result, the
total estimated turf area in the continental US is “potentially 163,800 km2
(±35,850 km2)”, which translates to
40,475,861 acres (±8,858,728 acres with
95% confidence interval). Well, with
this knowledge, I hope we can finally keep in mind that “40
million acres of turf in US” is a best-possible estimation (with
70% accuracy) based on a number of assumptions.
Based on this ESTIMATED turf area, the authors went on to estimate the total turf water consumption in US. It started with a
third assumption, that is the irrigation season starts when the
minimum air temperature reaches 5 ℃ (41 F) for consecutive
7 days in spring, and ends when the minimum temperature
drops below 5 ℃ (41 F) for 7 consecutive days in the fall. With
that, a fourth assumption was made that the entire (estimated)
turf area will receive 1 inch of water (including rainfall) per
week during this period (as this is a typical recommendation
for homeowners), or replace 80% of water lost weekly based
on potential evapotranspiration. There are more assumptions
regarding fertilization practices in this publication that I will
not elaborate here. Subsequently, the authors determined that
the water consumption for US turf would be equivalent to “685
to 900 liters of water per person per day”, to satisfy 1 inch of
water weekly or 80% water replaced based on potential evapotranspirational water losses, respectively. After converting the
unit from liter to gallon and multiplying the number by the US
population, the maximum turf water consumption, “900 liters
of water per person per day”, are equivalent to 702 million
or 782 million gallons of water per day nationally, in 2005 or
2019 respectively. This is obviously a lot of water, but wait, who
would irrigate their warm-season turf when the temperatures
are below 50 F, when the warm-season species are mostly likely
in dormancy? Even for the cool-season turf species such as tall
fescue, I personally do not recall the last time I irrigated my
tall fescue lawn with 1 inch of water, not even in the middle of
summer as the plants can perfectly sustain a total water withdrawal for more than one month and still maintain a certain
level of greenness. Also, how about the turf areas in the park
grounds and sidewalks where no irrigation is provided?
Nevertheless, the above-mentioned publication is still based

on serious research and a series of
assumptions in order to simplify and
simulate a complicated situation in the
best possible way. I will continue citing
this publication as this is still the best
estimate we have. On the contrary, the
above-mentioned “9 billion gallons
of water per day” cited from the EPA
WaterSence program (Outdoor water
use in the United States; https://19january2017snapshot.epa.
gov/www3/watersense/pubs/outdoor.html) released in 2017,
stated that “The average American family uses 320 gallons of
water per day, about 30 percent of which is devoted to outdoor
uses. More than half of that outdoor water is used for watering
lawns and gardens. Nationwide, landscape irrigation is estimated to account for nearly one-third of all residential water
use, totaling nearly 9 billion gallons per day.” Notice the big
disparity between the estimated 782 million gallons of water
per day based on the estimated turf areas from the researchbased publication, and the 9 billion gallons water per day in
the EPA article; there is more than 10-fold jump in the turf
water consumption. As the EPA article provided no details
on how the estimations were made, I have no way to rebut
this. However, just reading these three sentences cited here I
wonder how “30% water is used outdoors and more than half
of this is used for lawns and gardens” would lead to “landscape
irrigation accounts for nearly one-third of all residential water
use”. Should this be around 15% of all residential water use?
As a Chinese with a known reputation on math skills, I probably need to double check my heritage. Plus, how did landscape
irrigation (for lawns and garden) get translated to turf water
consumption when cited.
Well, I wrote this article because I was first of all shocked at
how research-based data could be extremely simplified and
mis-used without understanding the series of assumptions
which, under certain circumstances, are inevitable and are the
best-possible ways to handle certain situations. On the other
hand, I guess I am also a little frustrated at today’s fast-pace
life style where people are constantly bombarded with an immense amount of information and there is just not enough
time for one to focus on one thing and/or do one thing well,
like reading an entire publication rather than just take a glance
or wanting somebody to translate a complex matter into one
single sentence. I guess in our professional meetings when
(continued on page twenty-two)

To all the companies that support the Gateway Green . . .

. . . it is your support that allows this magazine to
arrive in your mailbox three times a year.
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Matt Ridings, 2019 Roger Null Scholarship/
Internship Recipient

I

met Matt at the 2nd Annual Roger
Null Scholarship Golf Outing this
past October at the Bogey/Log Cabin
Club. Matt was the first recipient of
this scholarship/internship that was a
coordinated effort between the MVGCSA and MAGA (Metropolitan Amateur
Golf Association). Matt spent this past
Summer working on the maintenance
staff’s at Algonquin, Old Warson and
Crystal Springs Quarry. He worked at each property for four
weeks and also worked with Curt Rohe from MAGA during the
MAGA Championship, MAGA Amateur, USGA Amateur Qualifier and USGA Senior Qualifier. Matt grew up in Maryland
Heights, is a Junior at Southeast Missouri State and plans on
seeking an Assistants Role upon graduation. He had this to
say about his experience, “Throughout my three months as
the Roger Null Intern it was amazing the amount of experience I was able to gain in the golf course maintenance
industry. The mixing and application of plant protectants,
such as fertilizers and fungicides, is what I was most excited
to gain knowledge in. Before starting the internship, I had
zero experience with mixing and applying plant protectants,
but by the end I was confident in my knowledge to complete
the process of applying products and will carry this experience
with me throughout my career. Seeing the different management styles between public and private courses was also eye
opening to me. The Superintendents of the private courses
were a lot more hands off and focused on the big picture and
long term things while the public course superintendent
was more hands on and involved in daily operations.” Matt
continued about his experience with the MAGA part of his
internship, “My experience while working with MAGA during a few of their championships and USGA qualifiers was
exceptional. Being able to see what organizations like MAGA
ask of Superintendents before hosting tournaments will help
me when I eventually become a superintendent, such as green
speed, rough height, and pin locations.” Great observations
Matt and thank you for taking the time to relay some feedback
concerning the internship…should be plenty of opportunity
for you come graduation. n

Matt is the first recipient of this scholarship/internship that
was a coordinated effort between the MVGCSA and MAGA
(Metropolitan Amateur Golf Association).
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Editor’s Notes
(continued from page four)

Finally, each year I am commissioned to speak at the Annual
Meeting. The intent is to speak about the Gateway Green but
I occasionally get off topic……..who does that? I often give a
satellite view of our local industry and will immediately digress
into a few “idiosyncrasies” of current or past Presidents, Board
members or association members. Always in good fun, I do like
to give some of the guys a hard time; keeps things light. Sadly,
I usually write the speech during dinner. I’m not sure why.
Maybe being around you guys inspires me.
The first part of my speech usually consists of satire using my
“command of the vernacular” and what I will call veteran wit.
I then close thanking those involved with helping me get the
Gateway Green in your hands. Most guys that write for the
magazine are at the meeting so I thank them; most Associate
members that pay for the magazine are there so I thank them.
The last people I usually high five are Mike Carron and Larry
Torno. Everyone’s recognized. All good, right? Well, this year
I omitted someone and as I was walking back to my seat
I realized my transgression. I forgot to thank my friend Rob
Kick. Rob has brought several things to
the Double G, and our Association for
that matter. The salient two I will mention are street cred and panache. Street
cred is critical and with Rob’s sensible
approach during his years of service
on the Board and his experience as an
Assistant and Super, he has that aspect
covered. Panache is displayed as his writing style contains
flavor, wit, humor, self-deprecation, sarcasm and relevance.
The guy has swag and I’m always in admiration of his writing
style. My bad Rob, I appreciate your effort on the board, your
work at Algonquin and your contributions to this “precious”
magazine. You’re a gamer Rob, you are invaluable Rob, and
my omission to properly recognize you was an unintended
oversight Rob. Now, let’s go grab a coffee and gin, eh?
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Paul Hurst, Editor
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Kick’s Korner
(continued from page fourteen)

Congratulations to Ed Eschbacher from MTI for being named
the 1st Annual Person of the Year by the MVGCSA. Ed will
be retiring from MTI Distributing and will do the wrenching
for Tom Brown at Columbia GC as his part time/retired side
hustle. Ed is pictured below with his daughter Rachel who
was a Legacy scholarship this year. Good luck Ed, you will
be missed.

I went home and boiled a rabbit. You. Forgot. Me. Paul. If there
was a 16 year old bottle of scotch named Paul I would Hugh
Jackman that Ryan Reynolds and pour it all over my coffee
table. Every last drop; gone. All over the floor, I wouldn’t even
clean it up. You want some perspective Paul? Things you
do have consequences and people get hurt. I’m hurt Paul.
I’m hurt…
I feel amazing getting that off my chest, been holding that for a
month. Anyway...the real point is that our association is one of
those things you can always count on. There are a lot of people
who are outstanding, who will always be there when you need
a hand. Our affiliates who constantly sponsor events and give
so generously, thank you. Our assistants, who we depend on so
relentlessly day in and day out, thank you. Equipment Techs
who spend all day every day repairing our mistakes, thank you.
And to every Superintendent for being there for each other,
thank you. We’re an association made up of people who can be
counted on today just as we have been for the past 75 years.

Do We Need Lawns?
(continued from page eighteen)

we are sometimes being asked to summarize research in
3 minutes, it is the new normal that we have no time for
complicated matters and our attention span lasts only a few
minutes. Nevertheless, I hope the next time somebody tells you
that turf occupies three-times the acreage than irrigated corn
in the US and consumes 9 billion gallons of water per day, you
know those figures are at most, an educated guess. n
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I’m proud to be part of our Association, I’m proud to be a
Board member. I truly believe we have come a long way in a
short time. I think our 75 year history is important and hope
that someone will be talking about how strong our association is in another 75 years. I know we’re not perfect, but those
imperfections are what I embrace the most and what affords us
the ability to learn and grow. Paul, I hope you have learned and
grown since November, as I hope I have too. Thanks for keeping this ole battle axe going for all these years. Your dedication
is unparalleled, a sincere thank you my friend!
If you’re still reading, thanks. This is the only therapy I can
afford and after taking a brief respite from the Korner I was
in desperate need of some. Happy Holidays! May you all
experience the joy and wonder of the season! n

924 Waggoner Ave.
Jerseyville, Illinois 62052

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MVGCSA Shop Tour
Monday, January 6, 2020
Norwood Hills Country Club
Host – Mike Null
www.mvgcsa.com
January 27 - 30, 2020
Golf Industry Show
Orlando, FL
www.gcsa.com
Wednesday, January 29, 2020
MVGCSA Hospitality Night at GIS
Game Changers, 6:00-9:00 pm
Orlando, FL
www.mvgcsa.com
Wednesday, March 4, 2020
Gateway Green Industry Conference
Gateway Convention Center, Collinsville, Illinois
University of Illinois Extension
(618) 344-4230

